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Before you move on to Day 9, did you transcribe on Day 8 what Robert says to 

prospects that have no money?   

Master the Mundane! Day 9 

1.)  What makes Robert successful above others?   ________________    

_____    ______________.   

 

2.)   It’s ________ to do and __________ not to do.  

 

3.)   Most people have never   ______________  _________________. 

 

4.)   Learn to be   ______________      ________________    at something.      

 

5.)    Why are people not above average at something?   

____________________________________________________________  

 

6.)   What motivates Robert?   _____________     _______________    

 

7.)     If you want to be above average wouldn’t it be good to find out what 

the   professionals are doing and using?     Yes  or  No 

 

8.)   Find out what everyone is doing and do the exact _______________. 

 

9.)  Keep it simple so it   __________________. 
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     10.)  What are the steps for success that Robert gives us?  

             1.)  Make a ____________________. 

             2.)  Make a ________________________   of time.  

             3.)   Find out who is the ____________. 

             4.) Find out the proper things that professionals are _____________. 

             5.) Seek out the best of the best and their _____________________.   

                

    11.)   What is the hard part to Master the Mundane?   _________________ 

 

  12.)   How much should you practice?   

              __________________________________________________ 

      

  13.)   The fundamentals are ridiculously _____________ but they are ______ 

             not to do.    

 

  14.)   There are ______________ to Success.   

            There are ________________ in helping people from step 1 to step  

            done.   

 

  15.)     Are you a professional quitter?    Yes   or   No 

             

  16.)      If people do what you do every day in your business, would people  

                succeed?     Yes   or   No    

 

  17.)     Practice and master the    _______________   _______________  . 

 

  18.)    Have you mastered the art of building _______________________? 
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    19.)  Do you feel you should master communication?    Yes   or   No  

             Do you feel you should master listening?    Yes   or  No   

             Do you feel you should master reciprocity?    Yes  or  No   

 

    20.)  What do you think you would need to master first to make huge 

             income?   master _________    ________________.   

 

    21.)  Nothing should interrupt your _____________   time.   

 

    22.)   What does Robert say NOW stands for?   ________ 

              _______________________    _____________________ 

              

   23.)    Robert lists many things that he needed to master in order to have  

               Success.   List at least 5 of the points Robert mentioned that you wish  

               to master.   Mark the one that you will first work on mastering.          

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

   24.)   Mastering the art of not answering ___________________ because  

              you aren’t  documented yet.   

 

   25.)   Master duplication by not being the ______________. 

 

   26.)   What are you above average at?    

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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 27.)   Learn to master the things that _________________. 

 

 28.)  Robert talks about sharing a video with your prospects.  How do you  

           find the most effective video for your company?    

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Successful  Sources Robert  Mentioned in Day 9- 

 

Shark Tank  

 

 

Robert’s Success Quotes in Day 9-  

 

“Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” 

 

“Jack of all trades and master of none.” 

 


